Ashley Junior

Bulletin 17— Friday 22nd January 2021
Letters/email home
this week…
Do remember all
letters home are
available on our
website
http://
ashleyjuniorschool.co.uk/
letters

Do please
send in
photographs
of you doing
activities and
learning at
home—they
really cheer
us up!
Along with all
Primary Schools
across the country,
we have received
our Lateral Flow
Testing Kits for all
staff.
We will be testing
twice a week and
reporting to the NHS
and the school as
part of our enormous
efforts to keep everyone safe and well.

POSITIVE CASE
Though we have managed
to evade the disease until
now, there has been a
positive case of Covid-19
within the year 5 bubble
and children who attended
AJS Extra on Thursday
21st January. The test
result came in early Friday
morning and we contacted
all staff and families as
soon as we could. The
bubbles have been closed
and all members are self
isolating. If well, the
members of the bubble will
be able to return on the 1st
February. The areas where
the bubbles were based are
closed and will receive a
deep clean.
All siblings in other year
groups should continue to
attend school if they have
been. Children who are self
-isolating should continue
to access their learning
remotely through Google
Classroom.

Thank you very much for making
such an effort to join in our Zoom
Meeting for parents last Tuesday.
We had 95 participants, which was
terrific to see, and we were thrilled
with the positive approach to
questions and discussion.
After receiving several emails, it seems like
parents would like the meetings to continue
around fortnightly, but to be shorter (maybe 15
minutes) and more succinct.
You will receive a text invite for our next meeting
which will be on Tuesday 9th February at 6.00pm.
20-20-20 RULE
We are very
conscious that
children (and
our staff) are
spending
significant
amounts of the day looking at screens. We
thought we would adopt this technique and
see if it helped.
Every 20 minutes you spend 20 seconds looking at something 20 feet away. This enables
the eyes to relax and so avoids eye strain.
Let’s give it a try!
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/
articles/321536#how-to-use-the-20-20-20-rule

Terrific Learning!
Thank you for the lovely photographs of your
learning and wonderful engagement this week.
Year 3 have had so much fun with, ‘Mad Hat
Monday’, Tidy Tuesday, Well-Being
Wednesday, Thankful Thursday and Funny Friday. Also, take a look at their beautiful cave art.
Year 4 have been making Saxon helmets,
swords and shields.
Year 5 have been learning about our solar
system—look at their wonderful models!
They’ve also been learning about writing
information texts about Tigers.
Year 6 have been learning about fractions and
writing beautiful character descriptions based
on Sherlock Holmes.
Parents—you are doing a fabulous job! We are
thrilled with how well the children are engaging
and getting involved with their learning.
Our team in and out of school are always here
to help—please contact us if you need help of
any kind.
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